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Abstract We describe in detail the first experimental test that distinguishes between
an event-based corpuscular model of the interaction of photons with matter and quan-
tum mechanics. The test looks at the interference that results as a single photon passes
through a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The experimental results, obtained with a
low-noise single-photon source, agree with the predictions of standard quantum me-
chanics.

Keywords Single photons · Parametric down-conversion · Foundations of quantum
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1 Introduction

Quantum Mechanics (QM) is a fundamental theory developed in the past century.
The significance of this theory cannot be overstated: it has satisfactorily explained
multiple experiments that could not be understood from the viewpoint of classical
physics. It turned out that this theory has exceptional predictive power, with many
theoretical predictions made long before the verifying experiments could have been
performed. A great deal of modern experimental results confirm theoretical predic-
tions of the past. QM is successfully applied to a wide spectrum of phenomena that
include such disparate areas as solid state physics, cosmology, bio-physics, and par-
ticle physics. Potentially, one of the most practically useful consequences of QM is
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quantum information [1]. It turns out that some computation problems could speed
up exponentially, if we had an access to a quantum processor. However, this would be
possible only if rather large quantum systems behave according to the predictions of
QM (i.e. if QM theory is scalable). Note, that such scalability is not guaranteed by the
verification experiments performed so far, particularly if QM turns out to be an ap-
proximation of another, more fundamental theory. At the same time, many people are
uncomfortable with the non-realism and/or nonlocality that are a direct consequence
of QM.

Therefore, there is a practical motivation to develop and test models alternative
to QM [2–9]. Particularly, there is a family of models based on a non-ergodic inter-
pretation of QM, introduced by Buonomano [10, 11]. At its core, this interpretation
accepts the formalism of either Copenhagen or Statistical interpretations of QM, but
points out that such formalism should only be interpreted as time averages, and not
ensemble averages. One possible mechanism leading to non-ergodicity is a memory
effect [10, 11]. Buonomano predicts that such memory should have mechanisms for
an adaptive evolution (i.e. should dynamically learn and forget the current condi-
tions). Beyond stating these requirements, no physical model was introduced. The
non-ergodic interpretation was further developed to include plausible mechanisms
that could lead to non-ergodicity, see [12, 13] and, more recently, [14–26]. Most of
the non-ergodicity based approaches can be verified or falsified in the experiment. An
experiment to directly test this interpretation was proposed by [10, 11], and refined
in later works [12, 13, 26]. In addition, Bell’s 1965 paper [27] demonstrated that this
and similar theories, dubbed Local Hidden Variable Theories (LHVT), cannot repro-
duce all the results of quantum mechanics when dealing with entangled states. Many
experiments have addressed this issue and attempted to discriminate between the pre-
dictions of quantum mechanics and LHVTs using Bell’s test on two-particle systems
[9, 28]. And even though tests yield results consistent with the predictions of QM,
additional assumptions are required to fully rule out LHVTs. These assumptions are
often referred to as loopholes [29–36]. So far no experimental Bell test has simulta-
neously closed all of the known loopholes. This requires at a minimum a) space-like
separation of the measurements on the two particles so the results of the measure-
ment on one particle cannot influence the measurement of the other one, including
space-like separation of choosing the measurement bases at the two measurement
nodes and b) high enough detection efficiency so that one does not need to rely on an
assumption that the subset of particles detected is a fair sample of their entire popu-
lation. Without satisfying these two conditions simultaneously the results cannot be
conclusive. The existence of these loopholes means that local realistic models such
as ones discussed above [10–26] are compatible with Bell-like experiments.

The models based on an non-ergodic approach [10–26] reproduce quantum behav-
ior on an experimental scale, using time averages, but differ from quantum mechan-
ics over short measurement times and thus motivate tests, different from Bell tests,
that discriminate between the QM interpretations. To test this interpretation, [10, 11]
proposes taking an ensemble average (i.e. using multiple experimental setups) as op-
posed to a conventional approach, where the experiment is repeated multiple times on
the same experimental setup. Because such tests are unrealistic, Buonomano proposes
disturbing the experimental apparatus in some way for each participating particle
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Fig. 1 Schematic of a device that tests a memory-based model of a beamsplitter: if a phase φ1 of a
Mach-Zender interferometer is randomly set to either 0 or π/2 for each photon that traverses the apparatus,
then the output fringe would differ significantly from that predicted by quantum mechanics

[10, 11]. The central point of the argument here is that the first particle that traverses
the setup right after a change would behave differently from particles that would
traverse at later times. Upon a modern review the range of tests was expanded, for
instance, a controlled many-slit interference test was proposed by Khrennikov [12].
The first experimental attempt to address non-ergodicity was made by J. Summham-
mer [37]. It used an attenuated neutron source and a two-slit neutron interferometer.
One of the two slits of this interferometer had a computer-controlled shutter. The dif-
ficulty with this test is that the source has a Poissonian statistics, therefore there is no
control of the number of particles and of the time when they arrive to the interferome-
ter. True single particles must posses a different statistics. As a result, although single
particle events were registered in this experiment, the experiment cannot be thought
of as single particle interferometry.

In this work we introduce a source of single particles—photons with manifestly
non-classical statistics and attempt a similar experiment. In particular, this work
is driven by a recently proposed test [26] that features a specific configuration of
a Mach-Zehnder interferometer traversed by single-photon states. This test is de-
signed for a particular non-ergodic model, dubbed Event-Based Corpuscular Model
(EBCM), and developed in [14–26]. We show that the experimental results agree with
QM and falsify the EBCM.

Although the realization of this experiment and its analysis is tailored to EBCM,
its findings are appropriate to many other non-ergodic models.

2 Event-Based Corpuscular Model Treatment of a Mach-Zehnder
Interferometer

In this section we summarize the treatment of a Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (MZI)
by an EBCM [14–25]. An interferometer is made of two beamsplitters (BS), each
of which is allowed to keep memory about the photons that passed through. The
two BSs are connected by optical paths whose optical length can be varied (Fig. 1;
also see Fig. 1 of Ref. [26]). The BSs may acquire information about optical paths’
lengths of the MZI via traversing photons. The beamsplitters are independent of one
another, i.e. there is no data exchange between BSs’ memories. This means that the
first photon that traverses the system after its length is changed would be treated dif-
ferently than the subsequent photons. In a typical experiment, many photons traverse
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the interferometer, and if the interferometer adjusts to a proper phase difference fast
enough (i.e. after just a few photons traverse the MZI), then its behavior matches
on average what is prescribed by wave theory. The ECBM achieves this because
each traversal of a photon through the beamsplitter provides some information about
the path length traveled by the photon, and the beamsplitter in turn gradually learns
about phase difference of the two paths. The rate of learning is set in the model by a
“memory parameter” α, defined in [14–25], which results in a shorter or longer lag
in response when the phase of an incoming photon changes. In this way the issue
of wave-particle duality is resolved, without an appeal to quantum mechanics. How-
ever, while in the long run the two theories yield nearly identical results, for a small
number of traversing photons, the EBCM differs significantly from QM.

Based on this difference between the EBCM and QM, an experiment was pro-
posed [26], that would allow a direct test of the EBCM vs QM. Consider an MZI
with two controllable phases (indicated by two separate boxes labeled φ0 and φ1 in
Fig. 1). One phase, φ0, is varied slowly to map out the familiar sinusoidal interfer-
ence pattern of the interferometer, as φ0 changes from 0 to 2π . The second phase,
φ1(x), is changed rapidly, switching between two values determined by a random
variable x, φ1(x = −1) = 0 and φ1(x = 1) = π/2. These values are chosen for each
photon after it is created and before it enters the MZI. While in QM the result of
the experiment is independent of the sequence of x values, the ECBM [14–26] pre-
dicts an interference pattern that is not independent of the x sequence and thus is at
variance with the predictions of QM. The ECBM provides a range of predictions, for
various memory parameters. This is because a BS learns at different rates for differ-
ent values of a memory parameter. Because the behavior of BS changes depending on
the number of photons that traversed it, it is very important to use a source of single
photons with high purity (no two-photon states) and zero background (no photons
enter the interferometer by accident). Therefore, we used a unique, low-noise high-
performance single-photon source to comply with this requirement. This low-noise
heralded single-photon source (HSPS) using the herald controlled shuttered output
principle [38] is described in detail elsewhere [39].

Every time a photon is expected, a random value x is generated and the phase
φ1 is duly adjusted. Every single photon that passes the MZI is detected by one of
the two single-photon detectors at the output. When a sufficient number of events is
gathered, the two fringes are observed, one per each x. The result predicted by QM
is at odds with that of the EBCM [14–25] for all memory parameters α. In a control
measurement, the conditions when QM and the EBCM agree are used. The value of
x is set and fixed for the entire experiment, and φ0 is scanned. Fringes obtained under
the two conditions are then compared.

There is a clear phase shift in the interference patterns predicted by QM and the
EBCM under the above conditions for all possible α, which can range from 0 to 1; in
addition a value of α sets the maximum interference fringe visibility. For a small α

the model retains more information per each photon traversal, and therefore “forgets”
its previous state faster, resulting in a low fringe visibility. For α ≈ 1 the situation is
reversed, and visibility improves. When the lengths of the two paths are kept con-
stant, the contrast reaches nearly unity, but when x is random, the visibility saturates
below 1. Some examples of the model’s predictions were given elsewhere [14–26].
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Fig. 2 Numerical simulations showing the dependence of an EBCM interference fringe for an MZI whose
phase difference changes at random for each traversing photon on a memory parameter α. Cf. quantum
mechanical prediction (thick solid line)

We numerically simulated predictions of the model for a full range of α values for
the case where x is randomly selected for every subsequent photon (Fig. 2). Note that
the smaller the α, the bigger the difference between the EBCM and QM predictions.
Thus tests of this property can not only falsify either the EBCM or QM, but also help
determine α for the EBCM, if the experiment shows a deviation from QM.

3 The Experimental Setup

In our experimental setup (Fig. 3) we employ a shuttered source of single photons.
In this source, pairs of photons at λs = 1550 nm (signal) and λi = 810 nm (idler)
are generated via parametric down-conversion in a 5 × 1 × 10 mm periodically-
poled Lithium Niobate (PPLN) crystal pumped by a continuous wave (cw) laser
(λ = 532 nm). The photon at λi = 810 nm is used to herald the arrival of a
λs = 1550 nm photon and control an opto-electronic shutter. The idler photon is sent
through an interference filter (not shown) with a full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of 10 nm, then coupled into a single-mode fiber and sent to a silicon single-photon
avalanche detector (Si-SPAD). The signal photon is sent through a 30 nm FWHM
interference filter (not shown) and coupled to a single-mode optical fiber connected
to an optical switch (OS), acting as a shutter on the output of the single-photon source
(OS channel A). The OS is controlled by a fast pulse generator triggered by a field
programmable gate array (FPGA). Such a setup reduces the number of background
(noise) photons by opening the HSPS output channel only when a heralded photon is
expected. The FPGA triggers the pulse generator that opens OS channel A for a time
interval τopen = 4 ns, then switches to channel B for a chosen “shuttered” time (equal
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Fig. 3 Experimental setup for the test of standard Quantum Mechanics versus the EBCM. The single
photons are provided by a heralded photon source, with background photon flux greatly reduced by an
optical switch working as a shutter opening only in the presence of a heralded single photon. The source
output channel (Ch A) is sent to a LiNbO3 waveguide MZI, modulated by means of a pulse generator.
One output of the MZI is then sent to an InGaAs photon-counting detector and counting electronics. Inset
shows the layout of the MZI

to the detector’s deadtime) τdead = 20 µs before the system is able to receive a new
trigger by a Si-SPAD count. The photon exiting from OS channel A has a definite
polarization and its polarization is preserved in a polarization-maintaining fiber.

Thus we have a source of heralded photons at λs = 1550 nm with a low probability
of emitting photons that are unheralded, similar to the one of Ref. [39].

Our low-noise HSPS output channel, is connected to the fiber-based MZI where
polarization is maintained and matched to the polarization of the HSPS. The MZI
has a LiNbO3 waveguide-based phase modulator in each arm. The slow phase arm
φ0 is controlled with a bias voltage Vbias applied to the electro-optic material of the
device. The x value in the MZI is controlled by another pulse generator triggered by
a different output of the same FPGA. For every trigger event at the heralded output,
the x value is switched to an opposite sign. After traversing the MZI, the photon is
coupled to an InGaAs SPAD with a detection window of 50 ns. Because detection of
a single photon in an InGaAs channel is inherently probabilistic, the interferometer
is sampled at a random value of x. According to [14–26], the test is not sensitive
to detection efficiency (which in our case is at a level of few %), provided that dark
counts do not contribute a significant fraction of detected events.

The MZI used in this work is an integrated device. We note that by design, the two
BS of the MZI are well separated from one another, and from the electrical fields that
control phase difference (inset of Fig. 3). However, there is crosstalk between the two
optical paths, because the electrical field that is used to set a phase difference induces
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Fig. 4 An effect of crosstalk between the two arms of an interferometer. Numerical simulations showing
the dependence of an EBCM (α = 0.99) interference fringe for an MZI whose phase difference changes at
random for each traversing photon for different crosstalk strengths. Although by design our MZI exhibits
a limited amount of negative crosstalk, both positive (left graph) and negative (right graph) crosstalk
simulations are shown. For comparison, an EBCM prediction for a fringe with a fixed x is shown in each
graph (thick dashed line)

a large phase change for the top waveguide and a small phase change in a bottom
waveguide. Such crosstalk is irrelevant from the viewpoint of QM, so long as the net
phase change from the induced phase shifts is considered. However, this crosstalk is
important for the EBCM, because a photon only traverses one waveguide of the MZI
at a time, feeding the beamsplitter’s memory with an absolute, rather than a relative
phase shift. To study the effect of crosstalk on the predictions of EBCM, we ran an-
other set of numerical simulations, shown in Fig. 4. For completeness, both possible
crosstalk scenarios were considered: negative, when the phase change in a bottom
channel happens in an opposite direction with respect to that of the top channel, and
positive, when the two directions are the same. In both cases, the net induced phase
shift is equal to π/2. In practice, only negative crosstalk may be present in this system
due to the particular design of the waveguides and the electrodes. The manufacturer
confirmed that because of the electrode design (Fig. 3 MZI detail), the control field
felt by the other arm can result in a phase shift in the other direction of up to 20 % of
the controlled arm. As it is evident from Fig. 4, the disagreement between the EBCM
and QM still occurs, allowing for the intended experimental verification. We stress
that the EBCM of an interferometer assumes that the memory effect occurs at each
of the two beamsplitters, and that they do not interact directly, information exchange
is carried by the traversing photons. This is exactly the case for an integrated MZI, as
the two beamsplitters are distinct from the active area where dynamic phase change
occurs and from each other.

In addition to the above issue, the authors of Ref. [26] point out one important
specific condition needed to be met in a test of EBCM. The switching rate must
be tuned in such a way that the x value is constant during the entire time a photon
traverses the interferometer. This requirement is met by our experiment.
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Fig. 5 Experimental results. Interferometer output as φ0 is changed point-by-point, while φ1(x) is set
for one of two modes: one in which x is fixed (black symbols) and one in which x is changed randomly
between detected photons (gray symbols). x = −1 data (left plot) and x = 1 data (right plot). See text for an
experimental protocol: for comparison, theoretical predictions are shown: the nearly identical predictions
of standard quantum mechanics and the EBCM for fixed x (solid curve); the phase shifted and reduced
visibility prediction of the EBCM (dashed curve). For the EBCM α = 0.99. The uncertainties (at 1 standard
deviation) are shown

4 Experimental Results

To investigate the theoretical predictions of the EBCM, we mapped the output of the
MZI as a function of φ0. We did this with three different measurement acquisitions:
one with the MZI φ1(x) with x fixed at x = 1 for every single photon, a second one
with the MZI φ1(x) with x fixed at x = −1 and a third one with the MZI φ1(x)

switching between x = −1 and x = 1 for each detected heralding photon. The last
configuration reproduces a random procedure as proposed in [26] (see Fig. 5 of that
paper). Because x is switched for every herald, and because both the emission proba-
bility of the source and the detection efficiency of the detector are low, x is effectively
randomized between successful trials.

Prior to this experiment, we measured the fraction of higher-order photon state
emission of our HSPS with a Hanbury-Brown Twiss setup [40, 41] (comprised of a
50:50 fiber beamsplitter with its two outputs connected to two InGaAs-SPADs). That
characterization resulted in a second-order auto-correlation of g(2)(t = 0) = 0.008(4)

(uncertainties shown at one standard deviation) and an output noise fraction (defined
as the ratio of the background noise (i.e. unheralded) photons to the total number of
photons [39]) ONF = 0.47(2) %. Those results guarantee a negligible multi-photon
component and a very low number of background photons traversing the MZI. This
low-noise photon source is very important in correctly implementing the experiment
as a test of the ECBM, because it guarantees that there are no extra photons that tra-
verse the MZI and provide its beamsplitters with extra phase information. Normally,
SPDC sources produce heralded single photons with relatively low two-photon con-
tent, but they typically produce quite a few unheralded (background) photons, which
would make the above test extremely difficult. Our source stands out due to its ex-
ceptionally low background characteristic.

Figure 5 shows the experimental normalized count probability Pcount for x fixed
at either 1 or −1 and for randomly switching x along with the theoretical predictions
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given by quantum mechanics and the EBCM with a memory parameter of 0.99 and
zero crosstalk. In this figure, background (due to dark counts of the detector) is sepa-
rately characterized and removed.1 The data was acquired in the following sequence:
for each value of φ0, 10 sets of 10 second measurements were taken for x = −1, fol-
lowed by 10 sets of measurements for x = +1, then 10 sets of measurements where
x was switched randomly. This protocol fulfills the requirements of the original pro-
posal [26]. The measurement sequence was repeated for each value of φ0 in order
until the entire full fringe (2π range) was covered. It is evident that the ECBM pre-
dictions of reduced visibility and shifted phase between the fixed x and random x

configurations (Fig. 5 and Figs. 2 and 3 of Ref. [26]) are not present, and that the
overall agreement with EBCM is poor. At the same time, we observe nearly perfect
agreement of the experimental data with the predictions of QM.

5 Conclusions

We have detailed the first experimental test of the EBCM [14–25]. This model pre-
dicts that the beamsplitters in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer accumulate and re-
member information from the photons that traverse them. To minimize uncontrolled
“learning,” we used our low-noise single-photon source, reducing the amount of un-
intended (noise) photons nearly to zero. The experimental results show an excellent
agreement with the standard quantum mechanics description and conclusively falsify
the EBCM for a full range of allowed “learning parameters”. In addition, we included
the effect of possible crosstalk between the waveguide channels of our integrated MZI
in the simulation of ECBM and verified that allowing a simultaneous phase change
in both the arms of the interferometer does not affect the principal findings of this
study.
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